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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  presents  a control  method  for modular  multilevel  converters  (MMCs)  as  an  interface  between
renewable  energy  sources  and  the  grid. With growing  penetration  of renewable  energy  sources  in the
power  grid,  the  developments  in  converter  technologies  and  controller  designs  become  more  prominent.
In  this  regard,  dynamic  and steady  state  analysis  of the proposed  model  for  an  MMC  use  in  a  renewable
energy  based  power  system  are  provided  through  dc,  1st,  and  2nd  harmonic  models  of the  converter
in  dq  reference  frame.  This  detailed  configuration  is  then  used  to accomplish  converter  modulation  and
controller  design.  The  first novel  contribution  of  this  control  method  is to provide  an accurate  pulse  width
modulation  (PWM)  strategy  based  on  network  and  converter  parameters,  in  order  to  achieve  a stable
operation  for the  interfaced  MMC  during  connection  of  renewable  energy  sources  into  the power  grid.  In
addition,  the proposed  method  is able  to mitigate  the  converter  circulating  current  by inserting  a  second
harmonic  reference  in  the  modulation  process  of  the  MMC,  which  is  the  second  contribution  this  paper
provides over  other  control  techniques.  A  capacitor  voltage  balancing  algorithm  is also  included  in  this
control  method  to  adjust  each  sub-module  (SM)  voltage  within  an  acceptable  range.  Finally,  converter’s
maximum  stable  operation  range  is determined  based  on the  dynamic  equations  of  the  proposed  model.
The  functionality  of  the proposed  control  method  is  demonstrated  by  detailed  mathematical  analysis  and
comprehensive  simulations  with  MATLAB/Simulink.

© 2018  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

The recent energy plan is mainly focused on substitution of cur-
rent energy sources with cheaper, cleaner, and renewable ones.
Common environmental concerns based on the rapid utilization of
high-priced exhaustible sources have led to major alterations in
power system design [1]. For several decades, it has been typical to
design the structure of power distribution systems radially in order
to improve the simplicity of the control system [2]. However, today
with rising volatility and unpredictability of the network behavior,
creative devices are required to handle such situations success-
fully. The necessity of designing power networks with maximum
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power transfer ability and minimum costs leads to the applica-
tion of power electronics in power system [3]. Development of
distributed generation (DG), high voltage direct current transmis-
sion systems (HVDC), flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS) and
variable-speed drives (VSD) are the main motivation of essential
advancements in different power electronic categories such as con-
verter design and switching technology for more than last twenty
years [4]. The incessant progress of high voltage and high power
switching devices has a great effect on power electronic technology
used in power networks [5]. Besides, improved efficiency as well
as lower losses and costs make dc collection and transmission sys-
tems more beneficial than ac ones [6]. Therefore, power electronic
converters are strongly required in this field.

As the most primitive type of converters, output voltage of a
2-level converter has high total harmonic distortion (THD) which
necessitates additional massive and expensive ac filters. Also, large
number of series-connected switches is required in order to face
the high amount of voltage stress [7]. On the contrary, multilevel
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converters create a stair case voltage waveform consuming capac-
itors, inductors, or other kinds of separate dc voltage or current
sources [5]. This makes multilevel converters widely accepted
for industrial applications and high power systems [8] due to
reduced voltage stress (dv/dt), lower switching losses and small
common-mode voltages, the simplicity of redundancy, and lower
filter expenses. Among different multilevel converter topologies
proposed for grid connection of renewable energy sources, hybrid
multilevel converter structures including series connected three-
level neutral point clamped (NPC) converter and H-bridge (HB)
modules, the five-level active neutral point converter (ANPC), and
series connected five-level ANPC and HB are more common (spe-
cially in wind power systems) [9]. As the voltage and power
ranges of practical switching devices are limited due to semicon-
ductor technology, series connection of switches is required in
case of high voltage and high power operation [10]. This way, the
non-modular configuration imposes extra costs and control com-
plexity on the whole system design [5] which limits the voltage
level increment of multilevel converters in industrial applica-
tions.

To resolve such shortcomings, Lesnicar and Marquardt proposed
modular multilevel converter (MMC)  in 2003 [11]. Since then, a
variety of MMC  applications such as HVDC [12,13] and ac motor
drives [14] have been introduced in many papers. Besides this, the
converter structure itself can be studied from different aspects.
There are several modulation methods some of which are more
complex including many details [15], while the others are easier
to follow. Space vector [16], nearest level [17], pulse width modu-
lation (PWM) [18], and open loop modulation [19] are such noted
examples among them. Comparison of the effects of these meth-
ods on various outcomes [20], especially losses [21] could lead to
the best choice proportionate to the objective function. In addition,
capacitor voltage balancing [22] and circulating current control [23]
are two essential control algorithms that should be included in
order to achieve stable operation. However, there are other impor-
tant control objectives such as ac or dc voltage links [24,25] and
converter energy storage capability [26].

Prior to all of the above mentioned features, modeling has a
huge impact on any other investigated aspect. Ref. [27] represents
a single-phase dynamic model of MMC  in which sum capacitor
voltage of modules in each arm is considered instead of the sin-
gle module voltages to reduce the complexity of the overall system
model.

In order to have more accurate results, a frequency domain
approach could be used to compute inner MMC  variables [28].
In this method, first, the circuit topology can be divided into dc
and ac parts by decoupling the circuit equations through a linear
transformation. Then, using iterated convolution, the variables of
series-connected modules are calculated in the frequency domain.
On the other hand, the simulation of MMC  transients especially
in integration with large networks becomes complicated as the
detailed modeling of converter imposes a massive computational
burden on electromagnetic transient-type (EMT-type) programs.
In order to find the most efficient and accurate representation of
MMC  in such cases, different types of models should be developed
and compared [29,30].

This paper presents an analytical dynamic MMC  model which
is convenient for small signal MMC  stability studies and controller
design. The studied converter is considered as an interface between
a stable dc-link fed from a renewable energy source and distribu-
tion power grid. The modeling procedure has been accomplished
in dq frame, which is chosen to discuss dynamic state-space equa-
tions as it has the advantage of unified control of three-phase over
averaging abc models. Thus, generating modulation indices rele-
vant to external demands, as well as internal converter parameters,
leads to an accurate control method, being one of the novel contrib-

utions this paper provides. A circulating current control algorithm
is also designed based on second harmonic equations of the pro-
posed model. Connecting renewable energy sources into the power
grid, the detailed dq frame based configuration of the model modu-
lation and control guarantees the stable operation of MMC  switches
in the determined maximum stable operation range.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes
a brief overview of the topology followed by dynamic operation
analysis of the proposed model. Section 3 provides the steady state
behavior of MMC  connected to a balanced network. Modulation
indices also have been calculated using these equations. Circulating
current control is investigated in Section 3.1 while capacitor volt-
age balancing algorithm and converter’s stable operation range are
discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The results of this
study in Section 4 are carried out based on time-domain simula-
tions in the MATLAB/Simulink environment, and then followed by
some final conclusions in Section 5.

2. General system overview and dynamic operation
analysis of the proposed model

The electricity produced by renewable energy sources can
be transmitted in different forms. Meanwhile, dc transmission
systems are more advantageous than ac ones, especially in long dis-
tance transmissions where the high expenses for power electronic
converters become more cost effective. Increased penetration of
such systems due to lower dependence on fossil fuels as well as con-
siderable use of renewable energy sources can lead to the greater
importance of fault management and the development of multi-
terminal networks. This way, the superior features of MMC  will
increase the importance of the structure development and con-
troller design.

The general structure of a three phase MMC  dc/ac converter
under grid-connected operating mode is shown in Fig. 1(a). Each
leg is composed of upper and lower arms which consist of N series-
connected sub-modules (SM). The most common structure of SMs,

Fig. 1. General structure of MMC  in grid-connected operating mode, (a) circuit
diagram, (b) SM configuration.
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